The potential exploitation of plant viral translational enhancers in biotechnology for increased gene expression.
The regulation of gene expression is extremely important for all organisms, not least for viruses that require a maximum rate of production of viral proteins to allow rapid multiplication and spread. Single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses contain specific nucleotide sequences that can be used to elevate the expression of vital gene products to required high levels. Among plant viruses, translational enhancement has been documented widely, especially over the past few years. Reported candidates include one of the best known and most intensely researched virus, tobacco mosaic virus, members of the potyvirus group, and even a small satellite RNA of tobacco necrosis virus. Enhancement values range from 2-100-fold with different viruses, different reporter genes, and in different systems. Research indicates that an absence of secondary structure alone does not explain translational enhancement and despite attempts to determine the mechanism by which this enhancement occurs very little conclusions can be made as yet. Whatever the mechanism, the presence of these sequences upstream from an open reading frame results in an elevated level of protein production and may feature as important tools for biotechnology in the future.